
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
all source intelligence analyst. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for all source intelligence analyst

Acting on established Europe analysis and production priorities when tasked,
identifying sub-tasks, integrating all JAC intelligence products with other
products, and coordinating with external agencies
Analyzing all source intelligence information to produce assessments, reports,
articles, threat analyses, special studies etc
Identifying intelligence gaps and requesting solutions via the collections
process
Engaging associated organizations for intelligence support and collaborating
or coordinating on externally generated production
Analyzing and fusing reports from multiple intelligence sources (HUMINT,
SIGINT, IMINT, MASINT) to provide intelligence preparation of the
battlespace, target development, and early warning of emerging threats
Perform in-depth multi-INT research to identify, monitor, and report on
entities of interest
Analyze data stores and provide detailed information for entities of interest
Perform link analysis to determine hidden associations and relationships
Write intelligence reports in multiple formats
Develop and maintain relationships with consumers

Qualifications for all source intelligence analyst

Example of All Source Intelligence Analyst Job
Description
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Bachelor or masters degree with 4-6 years of intelligence analysis experience
OR Specialized training & 4-8 years intelligence analysis experience OR
Equivalent intelligence/academic experience
2+ years of experience with analysis of Middle Eastern or African military
affairs, international relations, national security, national leadership, domestic
politics, foreign policy, defense economics, or a similar national security
discipline
Knowledge of PACOM AOR, including North East Asia threats and weapon
systems preferred
Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university with 4+ years of
relevant experience
Experience with analyzing current and emerging intelligence issues related to
conventional weapons, including ballistic missiles and production and security
issues


